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Abstract: In regions heavily affected by recurrent typhoons, the need for more resilient electricity
infrastructure is pressing. This emphasizes the importance of integrating resilience assessment,
including incorporating resilience metrics, into the planning process of power distribution systems
against any disruptive events. Although standardized metrics exist for assessing distribution system
reliability, the absence of formalized resilience metrics hampers informed investments in critical
infrastructure such as microgrid development. In this work, a set of resilience metrics is proposed
by reconceptualizing reliability metrics. The metrics were formulated to account for both the type
of extreme event and its specific impact on loads with varying levels of criticality. The effectiveness
of the proposed metrics is demonstrated through a Philippine microgrid case study. A Monte
Carlo framework incorporating an extreme event model, component fragility model, and system
response model was used to quantify the resilience improvement before and after stand-alone
microgrid operation of the power distribution system. Results show that the proposed metrics
can effectively evaluate resilience enhancement and highlight the value of a holistic approach of
considering critical loads and types of extreme events to strengthen societal and community resilience,
making a compelling case for strategic investments in infrastructure upgrades such as microgrids.

Keywords: power distribution system resilience; resilience metrics; reliability metrics; Monte Carlo
resilience assessment; microgrid operation

1. Introduction

With the increasing dependency on an uninterrupted electricity supply across societal
sectors, power system resilience is of vital importance. Resilience refers to the power sys-
tem’s capability to endure and sustain a stable power supply during catastrophic events [1].
Focusing on power distribution systems, the definition can be narrowed further to indicate
a continuous and stable energization of critical loads [2,3]. Such loads are life-supporting
facilities whose incapacitation during extreme events could lead to severe consequences on
human lives and economic operations. Catastrophic or extreme events such as typhoons,
earthquakes, flooding, war, and terrorist attacks are characterized by having high impact
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and low frequency. However, it is anticipated that these events will have a rise in both fre-
quency and intensity, especially in typhoons due to climate change [4]. Super typhoons in
countries like the Philippines lead to prolonged outages across distribution networks, ham-
pering post-calamity recovery. Hence, planning for these events and effectively quantifying
resilience levels is paramount for developing better solutions and proposing investments.

The electric power industry has actively pursued studies on the development of re-
silience metrics. Notable examples include the IEEE PES Distribution Resilience Working
Group’s storm and non-storm metrics, focused on weather-related events, and the US
DOE’s Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) and Performance-based metrics, suitable
for cost–benefit and planning analyses [1]. Additionally, innovative frameworks, such
as the resilience trapezoid, offer a nuanced approach by breaking down resilience events
into phases, enhancing the understanding of system performance throughout the pro-
cess. A quantitative resilience metric system, “ΦΛEΠ,” corresponds to key attributes in
the resilience trapezoid, providing a detailed evaluation of system performance in each
phase [5].

Evolving resilience metrics not only deepen the understanding of power system nu-
ances but also align with the broader perspective of measuring consequences through
performance metrics. This connection gains significance when considering the frequent
conflation of reliability and resilience, where both terms, typically assessed through perfor-
mance metrics, share a common focus on addressing system outages. However, reliability
only focuses on low-impact, high-frequency events like equipment failure, weather-related
events, human error, and vegetation interference. Distribution system reliability is quan-
tified using customer-based performance indices [6]. These include the System Average
Interruption Frequency Index (SAIFI), System Average Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI),
and Expected Energy Not Served (EENS). These metrics are calculated by aggregating out-
ages and customer information over a specified period. Additionally, these metrics provide
a general picture of power availability that can be easily communicated to stakeholders for
annual performance regulation.

Reliability becomes an incomplete descriptor of power distribution system resilience
with the increasing occurrence of extreme events. As such, resilience-motivated efforts
may appear to provide minimal improvements when reliability-focused assessments and
reliability metrics are used. A framework for developing resilience metrics is recommended
to better evaluate resilience [7]. Resilience metrics must be (1) threat-specific, (2) based on
performance, (3) measure consequence, (4) account for uncertainty, (5) effectively capture
resilience, (6) not value judgment, (7) multiple, and (8) based on system-level modeling.
Reliability metrics already satisfy these criteria except (1) and (5) which are what make
resilience metrics different from them. Resilience metrics should reflect the specific threats
a power distribution system can withstand. Moreover, to fully capture resilience from the
power distribution system perspective, the metrics should also consider prioritization of
critical loads.

Few studies have attempted to transform reliability metrics to assess resilience. One
study [8] analyzed storm-related historical customer outage data to establish storm-based
SAIFI and SAIDI, depicting the power system’s performance during such events. Another
gave emphasis on the varying resilience needs of critical loads from other grid users [9].
Present regulations [10] on power distribution system performance concerning extreme
events, particularly, Major Event Days, center on reliability assessments and metrics focus-
ing on outages attributable to such days. However, there remains a lack of comprehensive
studies that explore both the nuanced nature of threats and the vital prioritization of
critical loads.

In this paper, a reconceptualization of reliability metrics is proposed to encompass
the broader spectrum of power distribution system resilience. Here, conventional reli-
ability metrics, namely, SAIFI, SAIDI, and EENS, are transformed to consider not only
the kind of threat but also the prioritization of critical loads. This adaptation aligns with
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the recommended framework from [7], allowing for a more comprehensive evaluation
of resilience.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed metrics, a case study was conducted
modeling a distribution utility in Kalinga, Philippines, which is a region frequently bat-
tled by typhoons. This choice is strategic, given the Philippines’ susceptibility to severe
typhoons, making the research findings relevant to real-world scenarios. Employing a
rigorous Monte Carlo framework, which includes an extreme event model, component
fragility model, and system response model, adds a layer of statistical robustness to the
power distribution system resilience assessment.

The anticipated outcomes include a quantifiable measure of power distribution system
resilience improvement before and after adding distributed generation and allowing the
operation of the distribution utility as a standalone microgrid, effectively showcasing the
proposed metrics’ effectiveness. This nuanced understanding of power distribution sys-
tem resilience will underscore the importance of adopting a holistic approach to enhance
resilience. By providing concrete and measurable outcomes, this research significantly
contributes to the ongoing discourse on power system resilience, offering a deeper under-
standing of the complex dynamics involved.

The potential significance of this research lies in guiding strategic investments, par-
ticularly in upgrading infrastructure like microgrids. Beyond the immediate context, this
study carries broader implications for disaster-prone regions globally, providing insights
into ensuring uninterrupted power supply to critical loads despite the challenges posed by
natural calamities. Thus, this study’s contribution extends beyond theoretical frameworks,
offering practical guidance for decision-makers in power distribution system planning and
resilience enhancement.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Proposed Resilience Metrics

Resilience metrics should be able to tell what threat the system’s resilience is being
measured against [7]. In the context of power distribution systems, such threats include
extreme weather events that cause major disruptions in system operation and electricity
supply. Different threats have different attributes that affect power systems differently. For
example, flooding affects substations more, whereas strong winds affect distribution lines
and poles more. Specifying the type of threat helps provide context in resilience assessment
and planning.

Expectations for supply continuity also differ per customer type during extreme
events. For example, loads like hospitals, evacuation centers, telecommunication, and
water utilities may need to be prioritized over other types of loads in times of typhoons.
Load prioritization depends on whether loads are deemed critical or not. Critical loads are
facilities connected to the network that are socially, economically, or operationally essential
to society or community functions [11]. The scheme used in the load prioritization may
vary from system to system depending on how the community is supposed to respond to
extreme events. Incorporating load prioritization in the development of resilience metrics
will help capture not only the power distribution system’s performance during extreme
events but also quantify the consequent effect on the continuous functioning of critical
services during extreme events [7].

With these considerations, we propose three event-based resilience indices, inspired
by existing reliability indices as shown in Equation (1):

Resilienceevent =
{

SAIFIevent
sys , SAIDIevent

sys , EENSevent
sys

}
, (1)

where Resilienceevent is the resilience of a power distribution system for a given event cap-
tured by three resilience metrics: (1) SAIFIevent

sys captures the expected customer interruptions
due to the extreme event, (2) SAIDIevent

sys captures the expected customer interruption dura-
tion due to the extreme event, and (3) EENSevent

sys captures the expected energy not supplied
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due to the extreme event. The SAIFI, SAIDI, and EENS [10,12] are commonly used to
regulate the reliability of the operation of distribution utilities. Designing resilience metrics
based on these widely used reliability metrics will make it easier for utilities and regula-
tors who are already familiar with these metrics to adapt the same metrics for resilience
assessment and regulation.

Used in resilience, SAIFIevent
sys measures the magnitude of an extreme event’s impact

by counting how many times an average customer was interrupted as the extreme event
progressed. Consequently, this measures the distribution system’s susceptibility to the
impacts of extreme events. For a given extreme event, the SAIFI resilience metrics for each
priority level are computed. Each priority level is then assigned a corresponding weight
which varies depending on the needs and concerns of the utility. The resilience metric is
then computed as the weighted sum of all priority-level resilience metrics. In summary, for
a given extreme event, the SAIFI resilience metrics for each priority level and for the whole
system, respectively, are calculated as follows:

SAIFIevent
prio =

∑LP Nint,LP
prio

NT
prio

(2)

SAIFIevent
sys = ∑

prioritylevels

(
wprio× SAIFI event

prio

)
, (3)

where Nint,LP
prio is the number of interrupted loads connected at load point LP with priority

level prio, NT
prio is the total number of individual loads in the distribution system with

priority level prio, and wprio is the weight assigned to each priority level.
Likewise, the SAIDIevent

sys resilience metric measures the average duration of interrup-
tion experienced by the loads during an extreme event. This can be associated with how
fast the distribution utility can restore power to the affected loads. Equations (4) and (5)
define the SAIDI resilience metrics as follows:

SAIDIevent
prio =

∑LP ULPNint,LP
prio

NT
prio

(4)

SAIDIevent
sys = ∑

prioritylevels

(
wprio×SAIDI event

prio

)
, (5)

where ULP is the time duration in hours during which the loads at load point LP are
unavailable.

Lastly, the EENSevent
sys is included to measure how well the distribution system can

maintain sufficient power delivered during resilience events. Equations (6) and (7) define
the EENS resilience metrics as follows:

EENSevent
prio = ∑

LP
ULPPLP

prio (6)

EENSevent
sys = ∑

prioritylevels

(
wprio×EENS event

prio

)
, (7)

where PLP
prio is the total peak demand of loads at load point LP with priority level prio. In

parallel with reliability, these resilience metrics can be used in assessing baseline resilience
and in quantifying future efforts to improve the resilience of the distribution system.

The proposed set of metrics can be used as an integral part of the resilience assessment
step in grid-connected microgrid planning such as in the planning framework proposed
in [13]. Such implementation offers distribution utilities an opportunity to leverage the
proposed metrics in justifying resilience mitigation measures. For example, the Philippine
Department of Energy has mandated energy players to submit their Resiliency Compliance
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Plan [14] where the proposed resilience metrics will be of great benefit in the quantification
of an energy player’s compliance measures.

2.2. Resilience Assessment Framework

Quantifying the resilience improvement is needed to justify investment costs associ-
ated with the planning measures to the regulator [7]. The assessment methodology was
guided by the resilience assessment framework proposed in [15] that uses a non-sequential
Monte Carlo resilience assessment model. In this model, an extreme event can cause cas-
cading failures, i.e., cause the failure of spatially dispersed devices and eventually lead
to a whole system outage. However, due to the lack of extreme event data with high
resolution, the impact of the extreme event was modeled to be a single instantaneous
system interruption without cascading outages. The definition of the needed models used
in the case study is discussed below.

2.2.1. Extreme Event Model

Typhoon is the extreme event considered in this case study since it is the most com-
mon in the region. This kind of extreme event is typically modeled using a probability
distribution of maximum sustained wind speeds. The Gumbel probability distribution
is suggested for this kind of modeling. The Gumbel distribution is defined in Equations
(8)–(10) as follows:

F(v) = e−e−a(v−b)
(8)

a =
π

σ
√

6
(9)

b =
-
V − 0.45σ (10)

where v is the maximum sustained wind speed of the typhoon extreme event, a is the scale

parameter, b is the location parameter,
-
V is the mean maximum sustained wind speed from

historical data, and σ is the standard deviation of the maximum sustained wind speed from
historical data [16]. Using the inverse of Equation (8), the maximum sustained wind speeds
of the typhoon extreme event can be sampled.

2.2.2. Component Fragility Model

A component’s propensity to fail during an extreme event is typically modeled using
fragility curves. In a fragility curve, the intensity parameter of the extreme event is mapped
against the failure probability of the component. For typhoons in distribution systems, the
failure probability is the likelihood of the distribution pole or overhead line failing for a
given value of maximum sustained wind speed. Such curves are typically generated from
a wide range of historical data. However, in times when such data are difficult to obtain,
empirical failure equations can also be used instead. Equations (11) and (12) [15] model the
fragility of the distribution poles and overhead lines in this case study as follows:

FPpl = 0.0001 × e(0.0421×Vw) (11)

FPij = 1 −
NP

∏
pl=1

(
1 − FPpl

)
, (12)

where FPpl is the failure probability of distribution poles, FPij is the failure probability of
overhead lines between bus i and j, NP is the number of poles between bus i and j, and Vw
is the maximum sustained wind speed value in mph during a typhoon extreme event. In
conjunction with the extreme event model, network topology data, and the system response
model, fragility curves can be used to model the number of customers on outage as well as
the duration of interruption because of extreme events.
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2.2.3. Resilience Assessment Model

The non-sequential Monte Carlo resilience assessment used in this case study is a
scenario-based assessment model. This means that for each Monte Carlo simulation, the
distribution system is subjected to an extreme event scenario with randomly sampled
parameters. Each Monte Carlo simulation is composed of three parts as follows and is
summarized in Figure 1.
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(1) generation of artificial operating history of components (green), (2) damage assessment and
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1. Generation of artificial operating histories

The artificial operating histories simulate which lines are damaged and for how long
the system is down due to the wind speed associated with a typhoon. Line outage status
and outage duration are determined using Equations (13) and (14) [15,17] as follows:

γline
ij =

{
1, if FPij ≥ xline(= U (0, 1)

)
0, otherwise

(13)

MTTR =


MTTRnormal, Vw ≤20 m/s

a1 × MTTRnormal, 20 m/s < Vw ≤ 40 m/s
a2 × MTTRnormal, 40 m/s < Vw ≤ 60 m/s

, (14)

where γline
ij is the failure status of the overhead line and MTTR is the mean-time-to-repair.

The failure probability of the overhead line is compared with a uniformly distributed
variable and if it is greater than that variable, it means that the line has failed and will be
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out until it is repaired. The mean-time-to-repair (MTTR) varies depending on the intensity
of the typhoon extreme event. This is implemented using a multiplier, ai, for each level
of intensity.

2. Damage assessment and simulation of system response

The response of the distribution system varies depending on the network configuration.
If there are distributed generators and switches available, islanding can be performed to
restore some parts of the distribution system immediately. This reduces the duration of
interruptions some customers may experience.

3. Calculation of the resilience metrics

After simulating the line outages and system response, the number of affected cus-
tomers and the duration of interruption experienced are collected per load priority. From
these statistics, the proposed SAIFIevent

sys , SAIDIevent
sys , and EENSevent

sys resilience metrics are
computed using Equations (2)–(7).

3. Case Study—Microgrid Operation in Kalinga, Philippines
3.1. Test Network

The Kalinga-Apayao Electric Cooperative, Inc. (KAELCO) is a grid-connected dis-
tribution utility in the northern Philippines that provides electricity to Kalinga and some
municipalities of Apayao. Currently, KAELCO has three main feeders and a 10-MVA
substation located at Tabuk City, Kalinga serving all the municipalities in Kalinga and
the municipality of Conner in Apayao. Other unconnected parts of the franchise area are
locally supplied by small diesel power plants and were not considered in the case study.
Figure 2 shows the franchise area of KAELCO.
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Within the Philippine archipelago, renewable energy (RE)-based isolated microgrids
have been operational in various regions. However, the majority of these microgrids remain
unconnected to local distribution networks, with only the most recent installations designed
to be on-grid. Despite the prevalence of these microgrids, there’s a notable absence of
comprehensive resilience assessments specifically focusing on distribution grid-connected
microgrids in the Philippines [18].

It is noteworthy that, according to the Philippine Grid Code, the N-1 security criterion
requirement is mandated solely for the transmission grid, lacking a corresponding provision
in the Philippine Distribution Code for distribution utilities to comply with this requirement
or implement tie-lines. Nevertheless, KAELCO adheres to the distribution guidelines and
standards outlined in the Philippine Distribution Code [19,20].

In 2019, residential customers of KAELCO accounted for the majority of the energy
sales at 69.48%, whereas commercial and industrial customers accounted for 18.20% [21].
The peak demand for this distribution utility is 9.4 MW. KAELCO is connected to the
Philippine Luzon grid, with electricity sources within and outside its franchise area. A
1-MW run-of-river hydroelectric plant located at Tabuk City, Kalinga provides power to
KAELCO under a power supply agreement. The remaining demand is met through the
wholesale electricity spot market (WESM) [21].

The critical loads connected to the KAELCO distribution system were identified based
on the Critical Facility Areas classification in the exposure database developed in [11]
and prioritization based on the Risk Category of Buildings and Other Structures from the
International Building Code (IBC) [22] as summarized in Table 1. Although Priority Levels
3 and 4 loads are considered critical loads, only Priority Level 4 loads require a continuous
supply of power during typhoons. The supply requirement for Priority Level 4 is mainly
due to the life-threatening consequences should the distribution network fail to operate.
Priority Level 3 loads are facilities that also have importance during emergencies as they
can serve as evacuation shelters and for transport.

Table 1. Load prioritization levels are based on the National Disaster Risk Reduction and Management
Council (NDRRMC) and International Building Code (IBC) guidelines [11,22].

Level Electrical Loads

Priority 4
Health and welfare, emergency and defense, government, energy
production, water supply, communications, flood control, waste

management facilities

Priority 3 Education, cultural, major commercial, heavy industry,
transportation, food security, big leisure facilities

Priority 2 Small residential buildings, restaurants
Priority 1 Agricultural facilities, minor storage facilities

The KAELCO distribution system was subjected to a total of 100 typhoon extreme
event scenarios, i.e., 100 non-sequential Monte Carlo simulations were made. A set of
historical (2010–2020) daily maximum sustained wind speeds in Kalinga province was
obtained from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)’s Prediction
of Worldwide Energy Resources (POWER) [23] to produce a Gumbel distribution. This
distribution, alongside the estimated range of maximum wind speeds of typhoons [24],
from the Tropical Depression category to the Super Typhoon category, was used to extract
the wind speed value for every extreme event scenario. It was assumed that the area of the
distribution system was small enough that the typhoon extreme event had a geographically
homogenous impact. Hence, all distribution components experienced the same level of
maximum sustained wind speed for every scenario. The impact of the typhoon is assumed
to occur instantaneously, and no cascading outages were considered.

In this paper’s case study, it is important to note that only typhoons were considered a
resilience extreme event. To consider other extreme events, the same metrics calculation can
be used with the same resilience assessment methodology. However, the data duration may
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vary depending on the frequency of such events, e.g., earthquake resilience assessment
may need more than 10 years of data as this type of extreme event rarely occurs.

The mean time to repair (MTTR) of the components was obtained using the historical
outage data of KAELCO and is summarized in Table 2. Depending on the intensity
of the typhoon extreme event, a multiplier was multiplied by these MTTR values as
explained in the resilience assessment model. It was also found that 9.39% of the total peak
demand corresponds to Priority Level 4 loads, 1.93% to Priority Level 3 loads, and the rest
correspond to noncritical loads. The assigned weighting factors were 0.5, 0.3, and 0.2 for
Priority Level 4, Priority Level 3, and noncritical loads, respectively.

Table 2. Mean time to repair overhead distribution lines and transformers obtained from the historical
outage data of KAELCO.

Components Mean Time to Repair

Feeder 1 Feeder 2 Feeder 3

Primary Overhead Line 1.07 h 1.39 h 1.32 h
Distribution Transformers 0.88 h 1.26 h 1.70 h

The proposed resilience metrics were then computed to quantify the improvement
in the level of resilience of the KAELCO distribution system brought upon by planning
measures. Two test cases were evaluated: (1) the base case which simulates the current
KAELCO distribution system and (2) the microgrid-enabled case which considers the
KAELCO distribution system with planning measures implemented.

The planning measure selected in this case study was enabling the standalone mi-
crogrid operation of the KAELCO distribution system. This measure included installing
additional switches and several distributed generators utilizing various renewable re-
sources in the local area; the distributed generators and their corresponding capacities
were derived from a microgrid generation planning conducted in the same region [13].
However, in the resilience assessment model, only the dispatchable DGs were considered.
These include an existing 1MW run-of-river hydro generator in Tabuk connected to Feeder
1 and two newly identified DGs: a 7 MW diesel generator at the substation and a 6 MW
run-of-river hydro generator in the Upper Tabuk area connected to Feeder 1. Although the
base case network already includes a dispatchable DG, islanding is not possible due to the
lack of switches for fault isolation.

3.2. Results and Discussion

Tables 3 and 4 summarize the results of the non-sequential Monte Carlo simulations
on both cases for all loads and Priority 4 loads, respectively. The SAIFItyphoon

sys resilience
metric can range from 0 where the average customer experiences zero interruptions during
typhoons to n where the average customer experiences an interruption at least once during
typhoons and may cascade up to n outages. Without any resilience enhancement measures,
the SAIFItyphoon

sys resilience metric was equal to 1 customer interruption per event. This
means that with only the base distribution system, each customer experiences one outage
every time a typhoon occurs. On the other hand, the average customer experienced
0.9558 outages every typhoon event when the microgrid planning measure was present.
This means that not all customers in the system experience a sustained outage. This is
attributed to the fast-isolating action of switches not present in the base case network.
However, this improvement in the SAIFItyphoon

sys resilience metric might still be considered
inappreciable. No pole hardening was included in the planning measures and as such,
the distribution poles and overhead lines’ vulnerability to the strong winds of typhoon
extreme events remained the same.
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Table 3. Overall resilience against typhoons of the microgrid-enabled network versus of the base case
network.

Configuration SAIFItyphoon
sys SAIDItyphoon

sys EENStyphoon
sys

Base Case 1.0000 customer—
interruption/event 22.5362 h/event 30.1048 MWHr

Microgrid-enabled 0.9580 customer—
interruption/event 13.2465 h/event 19.1168 MWHr

Table 4. Resilience against typhoons of Priority 4 Loads in the microgrid-enabled network versus
Priority 4 Loads in the base case network.

Configuration SAIFItyphoon
4 SAIDItyphoon

4 EENStyphoon
4

Base Case 1.0000 customer—
interruption/event 22.4256 h/event 17.7762 MWHr

Microgrid-enabled 0.9558 customer—
interruption/event 12.3056 h/event 10.1375 MWHr

Also, it can be observed that enabling microgrid operation greatly improved the
SAIDItyphoon

sys and EENStyphoon
sys resilience metrics with a reduction of 41.12% and 36.50%,

respectively, relative to the base case. The addition of switches and distributed generators
allowed faster restoration in several parts of the network by partitioning the network and
forming islands. Hence, customers in these parts of the network do not have to wait for the
full recovery of the distribution system after it was ravaged by the typhoon.

It is to be noted that these improvements are not only expressed in terms of the
performance of the distribution system but also in terms of societal consequences. For
instance, as seen in Table 4, enabling microgrid operations significantly enhanced the
SAIDItyphoon

4 metric of Priority Level 4 loads. This would mean considerably less outage
time for hospitals, emergency response institutions, and government offices allowing them
to act swiftly and effectively to respond to the impact of the typhoon. Another consequence
is economic. Economic losses due to energy not served during typhoon extreme events
were also substantially reduced both for critical loads and for the whole system. Also, the
compounding increase in interruption costs experienced by customers as the interruption
went on was reduced and kept at a shorter duration.

Similar to reliability, regulators can set resilience targets using the proposed resilience
metrics. One method in setting yearly reliability expectations for a distribution utility is to
use the average from the previous 5-year historical outage data. For resilience, basing the
targets similarly may not exactly capture the performance expectations for a distribution
utility. As earlier mentioned, it is important that the historical observation period is long
enough that sufficient resilience event impact data are recorded but also recent enough
such that improvements from resilience-motivated investments of the distribution util-
ity are still characteristic of current existing conditions (e.g., climate, loading level, and
network configuration).

As the impact of resilience events on distribution systems varies on a case-to-case
basis, setting a single target for all utilities may not be fair. Some areas are more vulnerable
to one type of resilience event (e.g., flooding) whereas some are more at risk to another
type (e.g., strong winds from typhoons). And even if two distribution utilities are both
vulnerable to the same hazard, they may not experience the same level of impact due to
varying network configurations. In this case, individualized baseline resilience metrics
targets may be the best framework to implement. This individualized approach can be
used to assess how effective the distribution utility maintains and improves its resilience to
extreme events for better justification of investments and incentives given. It is also to be
noted that unique baseline resilience metrics can be set for every type of resilience extreme
event so that planning efforts are better guided.
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4. Conclusions

In this paper, a set of power distribution system resilience metrics has been proposed,
inspired mainly by widely used reliability metrics. This involved adapting the SAIFI,
SAIDI, and EENS reliability metrics to specifically capture outages affecting critical loads
during an extreme event such as a typhoon. It was shown using a Philippine distribution
network case study that the proposed metrics proved instrumental in not only gauging a
system’s foundational resilience but also in strategizing improvements and fortifications
against future typhoon-related disruptions. The results of the non-sequential Monte Carlo
resilience assessment method employed in the case study precisely demonstrated how the
implementation of stand-alone microgrid operation resulted in quantifiable enhancements
to the system’s resilience, as measured by the proposed metrics.

Continued exploration into applying these metrics across a spectrum of extreme
events, accounting for their evolving impact over time and under varying critical load
compositions and economic value, is essential for a more comprehensive understanding.
Highlighting the need for a more comprehensive analysis, it is imperative to acknowledge
that this paper did not delve into the comparison between the investments made and the
improvements derived from microgrid operation as illustrated by the EENStyphoon

sys resilience
metric. Such an evaluation demands a nuanced approach, encompassing an in-depth
examination of the economics of investments over their lifespan, considering the varying
value of lost loads across priority levels, and conducting detailed simulations of extreme
event occurrences throughout the investment’s lifespan. This intricacy prompts a recom-
mendation for future studies that would significantly contribute to accurately delineating
the return on investment associated with microgrid operation measures. Furthermore,
considering the thoroughness and granularity of the proposed metrics, incorporating them
into future studies would not only facilitate a more comprehensive assessment but also
enhance the precision and depth of insights into the efficacy of any power distribution
system resilience measures.

Exploring the impact of public health-related resilience events, exemplified by the
far-reaching consequences of the recent COVID-19 pandemic, on distribution utilities
introduces a critical area for future research. Workforce limitations during such events may
hinder emergency responses, potentially prolonging mean times for repairs. Investigating
this aspect becomes crucial for an extensive understanding of power distribution system
resilience in the face of widespread health crises. Additionally, the prospect of defining
empirical targets using the proposed metrics tailored to the unique characteristics of
individual distribution utilities holds promise. This avenue paves the way for establishing
a standardized and adaptable framework for resilience assessment, promoting robust
evaluations across diverse contexts.
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